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CPD Overview

DRU produces gas fires, electric fires, wood fires and stoves. All models are distributed by fireplace retailers throughout the UK. DRU
gas fires include hole-in-the-wall models, 2 and 3-sided models, gas stoves and tunnel fires. There is a choice of interior finishes and
some have tailor-made fire surrounds and frames. DRU gas fires utilise innovative new technology. Eco Wave is a smartphone app
that allows the user to control the flame pattern and gas consumption of the fire; PowerVent® is an extended, fan-assisted flue
system that enables gas fires to be installed in previously inaccessible locations, such as high-rise apartments. DRU has an online
CPD course for architects and builders entitled ‘A journey around specifying fires.’ The course deals with the differences between
balanced flue and conventional flue gas appliances and how new technology is contributing to flexibility of installation and higher
energy efficiency. DRU also supplies Virtuo electric fires, and wood fires and stoves under the Dik Geurts and Spartherm brands.
Most DRU appliances are Ecodesign ready with A energy labels.
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Available CPD Material (1)

A Journey through Specifying Fires

Provide an understanding of fire options available
- Provide and understanding of advantages/disadvantages of each system
- Design ideas
- Provide an understanding of the applicable legislative bodies

Material type: Online Learning, Seminar

RIBA Core Curriculum: Design, construction and technology

Knowledge level: General Awareness
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Classifications

Subject/Product Areas (CI/SfB)

Services
Space heating > Warm air heaters
Space heating > Electric fires and room heaters
Space heating > Gas fires and room heaters

RIBA Core Curriculum areas

Design, construction and technology
Knowledge level: General Awareness
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